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PRESS RELEASE 
 
TUKLUKS – VERSATILE, AWARD-WINNING PLAY MATS FOR 
EVER-NEW, IMAGINATIVE REASSEMBLY 
 
Vienna, July 2016 – Tukluks encourage kids to grasp basic shapes in a playful way and to 
lend their dreams tangible, three-dimensional shape. Now, the Viennese toy manufacturer 
Tukluk (tukluk.eu) behind it all extends its innovative concept from children’s room to 
institutional use. The robust Tukluks Pro version was designed especially for hard-wearing 
use in kindergartens, schools, museums and other institutions.  
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DURABLE, SUSTAINABLE AND TÜV-TESTED 
“We only use extremely tough and hard-wearing materials for our Tukluks Pro that are 
suitable for long-term, sustainable use“, states Benedikt Kirsch, product designer and 
managing director of Tukluk GmbH. “For us, watching the sheer joy and ingenuity that kids 
exhibit when playing with Tukluks remains our greatest validation. Now, with our Tukluks Pro, 
we want to take this experience beyond the children’s room.” All Tukluks are tested by TÜV 
Austria (the Austrian Technical Control Board) and have received the GS certificate for 
verified safety.   
 
PATENTED SYSTEM FOR ONE-OF-A-KIND PLAYING ENJOYMENT 
The versatile Tukluks Pro are at home in a wide variety of use scenarios for kids aged 0-12. 
From cuddly corner for tired explorers to rocket-like magic castles conjured up by 
enthusiastic budding master builders, (almost) anything is possible with these soft play 
mats. Thanks to their secure, patented magnet system, the mats are easily joined and 
detached, making Tukluks Pro a valuable play object for any pedagogic and institutional 
facility.   
 
TUKLUKS HELP KIDS CREATE FANTASTIC WORLDS AND DEVELOP THEIR SPATIAL 
IMAGINATION 
Munich-based child and youth therapist Franziska Pötsch on using the Tukluks Pro: “Playing 
with Tukluks encourage kids to realise their own ideas in a creative way and gives them a 
tool to express their enchanted inner world. Tukluks promote cognitive skills, spatial 
imagination and a sense of how construction works. At the same time, it also develops their 
social skills – with Tukluks, children experience that doing things together is fun, 
encouraging them to cooperate and enjoy their play.”  
 
Renowned kindergarten outfitters love the innovative design concept: In the German-
speaking realm, Wehrfritz, Dusyma and Eibe have added the play mats to their range, while 
Scandinavian countries will soon be able to buy Tukluks Pro via Lekolar. 
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Tukluks Pro facts  
Tukluks Pro are available in three combinable shapes and five colourways:  
L  -  large triangle  (lateral length 100 cm)  
M  -  small triangle  (lateral length 50 cm) 
Q  -  square  (lateral length 50 cm)  
Colours: blue, night, grass, red, purple 
 
Removable cover, flame resistant and washable at 60°C.  
Quick and easy to clean thanks to its hygienic PU coating.  
Patented magnetic links ensure the right cohesion of the shape-stable foam 
modules.  
 
Certificates: GS certificate for verified safety, CE, Ökotex Standard 100,  
BS 7175, CRIB 5, ASTM G21-96  
Ages: 0-99 
Manufactured entirely in the EU.  
 
 
Tukluks Pro sources 
Tukluks Pro are available from kindergarten outfitters like Wehrfritz, Eibe and 
Dusyma, select specialist shops or directly from Tukluk. Interested institutions 
or retailers can e-mail info@tukluk.eu. 
 
 
About Tukluk  
Tukluk GmbH, based in Vienna and Berlin, has been designing play objects for 
kids since 2007. Owner and managing director Benedikt Kirsch is a product 
designer who focuses on devising innovative play concepts. All Tukluk GmbH 
products are manufactured in Europe under fair conditions and using only high-
quality, certified materials. All products come with the GS certificate for verified 
safety, cleared for kids aged 0+. Several awards underscore this winning 
approach: Blickfang Vienna Design Award 2008, Blickfang Basel Design Award 
2010, Wiener Zukunftspreis für Forschung und Innovation 2010, Playtime Paris 
2011 (best toy).  
 
For more information, visit tukluk.eu 
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Images 
Tukluk online press kit 
(http://bit.ly/29OvJzn) 
Copyright © Tukluk  
 
Video 
What is a Tukluk? 
(http://bit.ly/29h43Ux) 
 
Follow Tukluk on 
tukluk.eu 
instagram.com/tukluk.eu 
facebook.com/tukluk.eu 
pinterest.com/tukluk 
 
PR contact 
Barbara Ecker . info@tukluk.eu 
0049 176 329 60058 
 
Postal address 
Tukluk GmbH 
Mariahilfer Str. 54/5 
A-1070 Vienna 

 


